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Rengjøring mossberg 930 spx

The Mossberg 930 Shot SPX is a self-loading flat-hole shotgun built in the same way as the bomb-based Mossberg 500 shotgun. The tubular shop is located under the trunk. This is the basic model of the Self-Defense Weapons series. Description of the Mossberg 930 Shot SPX Multi-charge semi-automatic 12 caliber
flat shotgun. Externally, it is very similar to the Mossberg 500 and differs from it only by a liner covering the gas engine, which is installed instead of a bearing tsev with longitudinal rifling. The mossberg 930 SPX review is given in this video: The Pros and Cons are the most reliable among the smooth hole semi-automatic
weapon option. As the model five hundred, able to work with cartridges of any quality, brass casings for it is not a problem. The weapon is equipped with a picatinni bar and external vision devices, which are usually mounted on rifle guns. The fly is equipped with a colored fiber optic wire, can be red, yellow or green. Celik
in the form of an osprey, it is convenient to shoot nearby and fast targets. It can be adjusted on two airplanes. The manual lever of the drummer's platoon makes the weapon quite safe to use. The ergonomics of the store corresponds to all the cannons of the science of the shooting, it is very convenient to shoot from any
position. The store design allows you to install the extension cable and increase its capacity. The front of the extension cord is not connected to the trunk at all, which causes some concerns, as they can be hooked on branches. Optional in the trunk can be installed brake compensator. Gun good shooting qualities. The
fight is a part of it. Unfortunately, only the twelfth caliber is offered. The recoil is very strong, so it's not all in hand. The weapon is compact and relatively light, it is convenient to use even in a limited space. For example, in the struggling workplace. Photo The Mossberg 930 SPX Purpose Carbine belongs to a tactical
formation that was designed for self-defense. Can be used to run and hunt paddock when the shooting distance is small. Varieties of Mossberg 930 Tactical Range. SPX shot. The length of the trunk is 47 cm. Store capacity 8 cartridges Sighting devices - celiac, fly, picatinni bar. Muzzle narrowing is a pressure cylinder.
The shop is plastic, semi-flying or with an orthopedic ass and a pistol handle. Shot. The length of the trunk is 47 cm. Store capacity 5 (model 5 index) or 8 (index 8) cartridges. Sighting devices - a non-reflective bar - brass or white (fiber optic) fly. Models with a white fly are equipped with a muzzle brake compensator. The
bed is kind of flying, plastic. The caliber of the weapon in all modifications is one-twelfth. FeaturesDesentation TypeSamcarable flat hole gun with gas engine Calibre12, Patron 70 or 76 mm Barrel length (mm)470 Muzzle narrowingPeraceTor cylinder Store Capacity5 (Model Shot 5) or 8 (Shot Models 8 and Shot SPX)
Total length (mm)990 Weight (kg)3.52 Design Self-loading semi-automatic flat hole shotgun 12. It works with the principle of gas engine and free shutter. The treasure part of the barrel is closed enclosure (optional). The store is tubular, sub-barrel. On its outer surface are parts - spiral spring, clutch, pusher, piston- the
recharging mechanism. The gas chamber simultaneously plays the role of a clutch connecting the store and trunk. To protect the hand from the arrow of the exhaust gases in the escaivka is installed plastic lining. The rod case is ground from a solid aluminum white. On his lower face is a bunker from the most expensive
tray in the store. It is closed by a spring bar (opens from the inside). The shutter is free, the lock occurs at the expense of the mass and effort of the return spring of the shock trigger mechanism. After shooting the last round, he's late. The withdrawal button is located on the right side of the barrel box, above the bunker of
the receiving tray. A set of sightings consists of a celiac bar, fly and picatinni. The cell in the form of an osprey, placed on the back of the barrel box. It can be adjusted on two airplanes. The fly on a high support, equipped with fiber optic thread. The trigger mechanism is equipped with a lever disconnection trigger, which
removes the gun from the platoon in manual mode. It is located on the neck of the ass, has two positions: Fire (visible red dot) and Stop. The stroke length and trigger traction are not regulated, olily and there is no warning. The hostel in one version is a plastic half-let, ass with a well-defined slope to the line of sight and
a cushioning ass. In the other - with the orthopedist ass and a pistol handle, fixed at an angle of 450 to the barrel box. Mossberg 930 SPX The Shotgun Kit and Packaging is packed in a blue cardboard box with a yellow Mossberg inscription. These include a security lock, an ass with a semi-flying handle (or orthopedist),
an instruction manual, a warranty card and a weapons passport. The Weapon action principle recharges the energy of part of the gunpowder gases taken from the barrel. The recharging mechanism and gas piston is located outside the store. It's covered with a plastic capsule. When filmed, the reclusive structure with
the larva is discarded back by the force of the reverse wrist, as happens in submachine guns. The extractor extracts the housing, which is ejected from the barrel box through the window as a result of contact with the reflector. On the way, the drummer is hitched. The bunker tray cartridge is fed to the shutter line by the
gas piston pusher with a dulc casing upwards. The shutter larva pushes it into the chamber and locks the casennik pipe. When you press the trigger, the whisperer comes down and releases the drummer's trigger. He hits the kid in the shutter larva. The capsule is heated, there's a shot. The cycle is repeated until the
ammo is used, after which the shutter is delayed (extreme rear position). Before loading, the weapon is placed in the fuse, for which the drummer's split lever on the neck of the store is moved down (the red dot is not visible). Customers are fed into the bunker tray through a window at the bottom edge of the rod box,
which is closed by a spring plate (opens inside). They are stacked sequentially, one by one, by the dultz forward, capsule backwards. The last cartridge returns to the tray under the influence of the store spring and stays in it, sandwich between the shutter frame and the bunker cover. Therefore, store cartridges can only
be extracted by distorting the shutter structure through the launcher window. Before shooting, slide the percussion lever slider up until the red dot opens. Pull the shutter frame back, holding the handle, then release it, giving the freedom of return spring and the opportunity to return vigorously to its original position. The
gun is ready to fire. After the ammo is used in the store, the shutter frame is delayed. To remove it, press the button on the barrel box above the bunker receiver tray. This video contains an overview of the Mossberg Tactic 930: Disassembling Disassemble the weapon, for which you turn the shutter frame. If the store is
empty, the shutter will be delayed. Click the shutter latency button, return the frame to the extreme front position. Poke two pins that hold the trigger and remove it from the barrel box. Unscrew the store extension cord. Be careful when removing it, press the feeder spring. Remove the spring from the store and ammo.
Remove the plastic coating (tsevion) with a motion to the dule slice. Take the barrel out of the pairing with the barrel box. Remove the gas piston from the barrel chamber. Remove the piston extension cord, spring, cartridge pusher, and pad. Holding the shutter larva with your finger, pull the handle out of it. Remove from
rod frame of the shutter with larvae, divide them. The ass is connected to the rod box by a pin that passes through it. The mounting screw is located under the back of the head damping. Prices and reviews for the Mossberg 930 (Mossberg 930) Shot SPX Shotgun Mossberg 930 cost from 40 to 70,000 rubles. It depends
on the set, model, trunk length and store design. Mossberg 930 WATERFOWL 930 Self-Loading Weapon 12/76 Ratings The shotgun is a bit of sharpening and sharp fighting. The shooting rate is slightly higher than that of the national ICC. The weapons are unpretentious and are not particularly demanding with the
quality of the cartridges. However, old swollen capsules can be blocked or not shipped. Owners notice low corrosion resistance. The weapon should be cleaned and stained not only after hunting, but also in the middle, as prevention. Especially the gas piston, prone to an aggressive environment. Similar models in Russia
have produced several models of self-loaded flat hole shotguns. This is the 21-12, a product of Tula gunsmiths, produced since 1965. Its automation works with the principle of the short blow of the barrel. The MR-163 self-loading rifle, manufactured at the Izhevsk Mechanical Power Plant, operates on the same principle
as the Mossberg 930 - the removal of some of the gunpowder gases. Among the self-loaded carbines we can also mention some, which are not complete analogous to the model in question, but received positive feedback from the consumer. Among them: Tiger-9, Steyr Mannlicher AUG-A2, Browning BAR zenith, TOP-



99, Benelli Argo. This video shows the shooting of Mossberg 930: 930:
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